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Kids already have the option to play free golf at Jackson Park Golf Course.
o Kids 17 and under play free, with one free kid with each paying adult. Without a paying adult, kids under the age
of 17 can play for free Monday-Friday before 8am and after 3pm and on weekends after 2pm (CPD, 2022).

The TGR Design Golf Course “Expansion” In Jackson Park will cost Chicago taxpayers at least $30 million.

o The cost, estimated at about $30 million when the project was announced in late 2016, is now estimated at
around $60 million. Roughly half of that is supposed to come from private sources, but taxpayers will be on the
hook for some $30 million in infrastructure improvements including pedestrian underpasses (Zorn, 2018).

The TGR Design Golf Course green fees will be 60% or more higher than Jackson Park Golf Course fees.

o Golf Course architect Greg Martin, Sugar Grove, and Mike Benkusky of Homewood, a fellow golf architect,
predicted that inevitably high maintenance costs of a TGR Design Golf Course will make it difficult to impossible
for the course to be profitable if the Chicago Park District keeps to its pledge that greens fees on the new course
will be under $50 for locals (fees at Jackson Park are now $35 on weekends) and free for those under 17 (Zorn,
2018).

The TGR Design Golf Course will cut down another 600 plus large, legacy trees in Jackson Park.
301 large trees were cut down on the OPC site in fall 2021; 488 large legacy trees remain to be cut down for OPC
road closings and widenings.

o The Tiger Woods Golf Course (aka The Expansion) will encompass the southeast section of Jackson Park, including
all of the South Shore Nature Sanctuary (6 acres), excluding the beach area. More trees will be cut down here,
too. There are approximately 600 mature trees here.
o “The new course will feature wide fairways. Woods cites as a key component in the fun factor. “Tiger believes
strongly in the width of fairways. Width makes it way more playable, keeps speed of play flowing and it’s more
fun” (Golf/Passove, 2017). Widening of existing fairways means more trees will be cut down.

TGR Design is destroying another 300 mature trees in the South Shore Nature Sanctuary.
o The 6-acre South Shore Nature Sanctuary, created in 2002, “is a respite from bustling city living. Located along
the lakefront just north of 71st Street and east of the South Shore Cultural Center, the area is home to a small
dune habitat, butterfly meadow, looping boardwalk and a resting stop for migrating birds (Chicago
Tribune/Vivanco, 2017).

TGR Design is destroying the South Shore Nature Sanctuary for a 12th hole “marquee snapshot” of downtown
Chicago.
o “The pro golfer's vantage point when hitting a ball from the 12th hole toward downtown was touted by officials
at [a June 2017, meeting]. "’We asked ourselves: How can we maximize the experience on the lake?’ Beau
Welling, senior design consultant at TGR Design, a golf course design firm led by Tiger Woods, said at the
meeting. ‘The holes are going to be absolutely spectacular. (No.) 12 will have a peninsula green, water right, left
and long, with a marquee snapshot of downtown Chicago.’

The initial layout of the TGR Design golf course shows the clubhouse at Hayes and Cornell drives [Courtesy of the Chicago
Park District] (Cholke, 2017).
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Mature (large) trees filter particles out of the air and help prevent asthma.

o “Trees help prevent asthma and other respiratory diseases. Trees filter particles out of the air we breathe, which
decreases our risk of respiratory illnesses, including asthma. One study found that in 2010, trees removed 17.4
million tons of air pollution across the US, which prevented 850 human deaths and 670,000 cases of acute
respiratory symptoms” (Witthum, 2019).
o “Trees have a strong association of fewer emergency asthma cases in very polluted areas” (University of Exeter,
2017).

In Chicago, 1 in 8 families have a child that has been diagnosed with asthma.
o “In Chicago, one in eight families have a child that has been diagnosed with asthma. The rate of asthma in
Chicago children surpasses state and national levels” (Lurie Children’s Hospital, Chicago, 2020).

Chicago’s air quality is worse than Los Angeles.
o “Chicago’s PM2.5 pollution ranks 79th nationally out of 1517 metropolitan areas in the US. This ranking places
Chicago air quality in a slightly worse position than Los Angeles air quality (12.7 μg/m3), a city well known for its
pollution challenges” (IQAir, 2021).

Jackson Park’s and the South Shore Nature Sanctuary’s large, mature trees absorb carbon dioxide from our
atmosphere and release clean air in exchange. We need our trees.
o "In one year, a mature tree will absorb more than 48 pounds of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and release
oxygen in exchange" (Stancil, 2013).

Jackson Park’s large 25 to 45 inch trees remove approximately 70 times more air pollution annually than 2.5-inch
replacement saplings.
o "Large healthy trees greater than 77 cm [30 inches] in diameter remove approximately 70 times more air
pollution annually (1.4 kg/yr) than small healthy trees less than 8 cm [2.5 inches] in diameter (0.02 kg/yr)k"
(Nowak, 2002). Jackson Park’s trees range from 25 to 45 inches in diameter (Bartlet Tree Experts).

An I-Tree survey of the Jackson Park areas and South Shore Nature Sanctuary targeted for TGR Design destruction
show that those trees remove 3,526 pounds of air pollution and particulate matter annually, valued at $10,056.00.
Abbr.
CO
NO2
O3
SO2
PM2.5
PM10*
Total

Description
Carbon Monoxide removed annually
Nitrogen Dioxide removed annually
Ozone removed annually
Sulfur Dioxide removed annually
Particulate Matter less than 2.5 microns removed
annually
Particulate Matter greater than 2.5 microns and less
than 10 microns removed annually
3,525.96 pounds annually

Amount (lb)
124.21
351.83
2,511.99
67.51
120.50

Value (USD)
$83
$74
$2,917
$5
$5,882

349.91

$1,097
$10,056.00

Children’s diminishing access to nature is linked to children’s declining mental and physical health, especially in
poor and minority children who have less experiences in the natural world.
o Unprecedented numbers of children in the United States suffer from asthma, cancer, low IQs, and learning
disabilities each year (American Lung Association, 2007; Center for Health, Environment, and Justice, 2001).
Current findings from the environmental psychology and environmental health fields are beginning to link
children’s exposure to environmental pollutants and diminishing access to nature to children’s declining mental
and physical health (Faber Taylor, Kuo, & Sullivan, 2001; Petty, Peacock, Sellens, & Griffin, 2005; Senier, Mayer,
Brown, & Morello-Frosh, 2007; Wells, 2000). It is critical, therefore, to determine whether poor and minority
children are less likely to have contact with and experiences in the natural world.
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Section of Jackson Park Golf Course whose fairways will be
“widened”, with more mature trees being cut down to
accommodate that.

These five pictures are of the South Shore Nature Sanctuary.
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